Give each person a Winter 2018 Look Book. You read the clues...first person
to shout out the page # where it’s found gets the gift passed to her. Whoever has
it in the end, keeps it. Use something small for the gift, but beautifully wrapped.
It’s the search that makes this fun! It’s a great way to introduce new products & a
terrific ice breaker at guest events, product previews or even a business debut.
After playing the game, guests are excited & ready to shop! Easy for consultants
to do at their own preview parties! Enjoy!

You might have thought this gift was for you, but I’ve got another idea or two. Hang on to the gift
and think for a bit, then hand it to the one who’s first to find Not your Everyday Smoky Eye (10)
So much for flawless looks- find Essentials for a FLAWLESS YOU! (16-17) )
Give her Innovative Skin Care with the 3D approach to skin aging (20-21)
Now can you be All-Day Color Confident and wave goodbye to makeup fade (13)
For women find the Top-Rated Fan Favorites everyone needs! (26)
Find the NEW! 12-hour shadow for the 24-hour woman! (4)
Find Our product philosophy is Simple! We ALWAYS put your first! (18-19) )
Our Beauty Ambassador Luis Casco gets creative with a new way to layer a pink palette this
winter.(6-7))
You want it, you need it! Get it all right here or host a party with me to earn some product for FREE!
Find our Complete Shopping Guide...see all the products to keep you looking fabulous
(28-35)
Find the REAL RESULTS of using the TimeWise Repair Regimen (23)
Unleash your color obsession and Break Up with Beauty Clutter! (14-15)
(The person who finds the last item first gets to keep the gift!)

From the mascara you’ll wear everyday to the most on-trend makeup to skin care that keeps
you looking radiant, let me help you express your natural beauty! Whether it’s products for
you or gifts for your friends, or even career information on how you can do what I do...when
it comes to shopping with me, it’s really all about YOU!
“Let’s Go Shopping!” Look Book Game is created by Sales Director Margaret Neill.

